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Studio Overview
TRUEFORM landscape architecture studio seeks to create meaningful and memorable places. Our studios
broad range of work includes higher education campuses, urban design, hospitality, wellness and private
residential gardens. Our work exhibits a strong commitment to utilizing regionally appropriate and enduring
materials that fit texturally and cohesively within the desert southwest. Embracing purpose with beauty, our
innovative and thoughtful place making encourages social interaction within comfortable, dynamic and
ecologically responsible landscapes.
TRUEFORM is seeking a Landscape Designer/Landscape Architect that possesses a passion for design that is
interested in joining our highly collaborative and energetic design studio. The ideal candidate is a creative,
self-motivated professional with aspirations to pursue design excellence.
Ideal Candidate
 Holds a Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in Landscape Architecture
 5 – 7 years of experience
 Possess strong graphic capabilities
 Displays organization skills and knowledge to manage complex design and detail for a range of project
types.
 Can demonstrate their ability to perform on numerous projects, each having varying degrees of
complexity along with various deliverable phases and schedules.
 Has experience with environmental and natural systems along with the ability to communicate with
professionals of other disciplines.
 Proficient in design software including AutoCAD, SketchUp, Adobe Suite and Microsoft Office
 Has begun or intends to pursue professional licensure in the State of Arizona
Job Tasks
 Proactively contribute to the studio in all facets of the design, documentation and construction process
 Locate, review and interpret local zoning requirements
 Coordinate with consultants and clients
 Prepare cost estimation take-offs
 Produce graphics that support the overall design intent
 Produce technical detailing
 Coordination of specifications as they relate to the project requirements
 Construction administration including the coordination of RFI’s, ASI’s and site visits
TRUEFORM offers competitive compensation and other great benefits. TRUEFORM seeks to foster
professional growth and encourages involvement in ASLA both at the national and state level while
compensating for L.A.R.E testing in the pursuance of professional licensure.
To apply, please send cover letter, resume and work sample portfolio in PDF format to
roger.socha@trueformlas.com

2009 north 7th street

phoenix, arizona 85006

480.382.4244

www.trueformlas.com

